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Introduction

N

Retirement Villages is proposing to build a new retirement
village on the site of the Beechmoor Garden Centre on
Whitchurch Road, Boughton Heath, Chester. We want to work
with you to develop a place that local people can be proud
of and that benefits you and your community.
During May we held the first stage of consultation on our
plans. We’ve been busy looking at all your comments and
using them to help shape our plans for the site.
This document sets out the things that mattered most to
you and how we’ve taken on board your feedback as we’ve
developed the plans for the site.
We’ve now launched the second stage of consultation which
closes on 28 August 2020. You can have your say by filling in
the questionnaire at www.chesterretirementvillage.co.uk
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Our Approach
"".... Our vision is to create vibrant integrated
communities that support people to stay active,

Our retirement villages provide homes where people can continue

healthy and sociable in later life..."

to live as they wish but with the support they need to make that
possible. Designed to be an extension of the existing community,
our villages provide a range of amenities, services and outdoor
spaces which help people to stay active, healthy and sociable in
ways that work for them. We also believe that our villages should
be open and useful places for people living nearby so we will be
providing amenities that local people can also use.

Community, social and economic
benefits
Health & Wellbeing

Enhance Biodiversity

"Enhance life through healthy living

Placemaking

and staying active"

"Creating a vibrant and integrated community
that delivers benefits for local people”

Sustainability

"Put the landscape first"
"Tackle the climate emergency and become
an exemplar of sustainable development”

"Create a unique place that everyone can be proud of"
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You Said
During May we held the first stage of consultation on our plans.
We’ve been busy looking at all your feedback and the things that
mattered most to you.

Transport and Access

Facilities and Amenities

• You told us that traffic is already an issue

• You told us what facilities you would like to

in the local area, particularly around the

see and that they shouldn’t compete with

‘hamburger’ roundabout, and that we needed

what’s already in Boughton Heath.

to think about how to ensure safe access for
residents and visitors.

Layout
•

Landscape and Wildlife

You told us that the buildings should be in
keeping with the local area, with thought

• You told us to think about local wildlife and

given to the scale and size, and integrated

that you’d welcome green and open spaces.

with green areas and open space.

Sustainability

Architecture
• You told us that the development should

• You told us that we should think about the
environment, sustainability and climate

reflect the local character of the area which
is close to both the city and the countryside.

change.
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Existing Proposal
The site has existing planning permission, gained by another
developer, for a retirement village, however we are working
up a new vision for the site. Our proposals are looking to
address many of the issues raised with the approved plans.

Above: This is an image taken from the Carless Adams and Partnerships Design
and Access Statement. It shows a view of the full extant scheme looking east.

2

1
Disconnected and
Isolated Site Layout

•
•

The site is inward looking and has limited
connections to the wider surroundings or
communities
There are limited opportunities for incidental
social interactions to occur, which will compound
loneliness
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No Holistic
Environmental or
Sustainable
Approach

Generic Design
Response

•

•

An arrangement of individual homes results
in a higher footprint to landscape ratio than is
necessary; creating limited external space for
communal activities and a healthy lifestyle
Architectural expression is largely characterless and
does not respond to site orientation, local character
or need

•
•

3

Limited effort has been made to reduce the
environmental impact of the proposal on the green
belt
There is a lack of a cohesive landscape strategy or
net ecological gain

Dominated
by Vehicular
Movement with No
Clear Pedestrian
Strategy

•
•

4

The site is dominated by parking and roads, with
parking spread across the entire site and having a
significant impact on biodiversity
No clear strategy for pedestrian movement
increases the reliance on vehicles
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Location & Character
The historic centre of Chester is arguably one of the most unique
town centres in the UK and is rich in character. It is dense, walkable,
active and highly valued by residents. The design seeks to learn from
these characteristics and respond in a contemporary way to suit the
needs for 21st Century living.
The site is located in an area that has a mix of characters. Including:
out of town shopping centres, housing developments from various
periods and major road infrastructure developments. It has the
potential however, to become a new gateway site from the Park &

Inter-war expansion
(1930s)

Ride into Chester.
The retirement village design and layout will create opportunities
for improved pedestrian movement and allow for a more integrated
approach with residents, park & ride users and existing nearby
communities through a new community square.
The proposals will not only address the acute local need for housing
but create a characterful place that knits itself into the surrounding
Cit

setting.

al l
yW

Historic Centre
(Before 1890s)

Post-War Expansion
(1960s)

Village Character
(Before 1890s)

Suburban Expansion
(1980s)
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Design
During the first stage of consultation you told us that the buildings should be in keeping with the local area, with
thought given to the scale and size, and integrated with green areas and open space. In response, we’re proposing a
series of villas sat within the landscape which will help to reduce the visual impact of the development and ensure
it integrates into the local area. You told us that one of the best things about living in Boughton Heath is that it’s
close to the city and the countryside. So we’ve been working hard to ensure that the scheme reflects both the
character of Chester and the Cheshire countryside. There will be up to 147 apartments across the six villas which
will be available to buy and rent. The villas range between three and five storeys, located away from the site edges
and screened with planting and trees so they are less visible from Whitchurch Road. By staggering the layout of
the buildings, which also have a smaller footprint and narrower frontages, we can reduce the visual impact of the
proposals and better reflect the character of the local area compared to the plans currently approved for the site.
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Design
Strategic benefits- Connectivity
Visitor Arrival
1.

We are proposing a new pedestrian crossing on Whitchurch Road to create a safe access
to the site. This will mean visitors from Boughton Heath will only have to cross one road
before arriving at the community square.

2.

Visitor parking to the north/taxi drop off point. Creating a route from the parking into
the community square.

3.

1

Arrival by foot from the Boughton Park & Ride.

It was important that each of these three points of arrival provided strong way-finding to aid
direction of movement to and from the public square. Therefore key views were developed
which helped define the overall massing of the scheme, and gave orientation to the façades

2

with incidental glimpses of the community building shown in red.

Residents
Residents are encouraged to use the community square/communals, and all services are
clustered together to create intensity of use and chances to meet neighbours.
Parking is located on the western boundary closest to the expressway and encourages
residents to walk from their cars to the central avenue. It is envisaged that over time parking

3

can be reallocated back to nature as car ownership declines.
The ‘avenue’ acts as a meeting point outside the villas’ front doors and the hierarchy of the
landscape spaces have been developed to provide quieter spaces between each villa,

Integration with the local community
Following consultation with the local community we have developed the public offering at
the heart of the proposal to include a community shop, café, wellness suite and community
square.
It is critical that the proposal maximise the opportunity for residents and the public to
mix with the local community and future residents, so many spaces have dual functions to
maximise the opportunity for residents and the public to enhance community cohesion.
We wish to encourage the local community and users of the Park & Ride to enjoy the
proposed public space. We have maintained an active pedestrian space which is enclosed on
three sides and to address way-finding concerns we have widened the pedestrian route to
Whitchurch Road to improve wayfinding and encourage the public to venture into the space.

Key

Vehicle approach

Residents

Public
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Design
1.

1

10

Tree planting to provide green buffer and frame the
built form

2.

Clear pedestrian entrance to community square

3.

Community square connection to the Park and Ride

4.

Communal terrace with dedicated outdoor space

2
12

associated with building facilities
5.

Avenue allowing for clear pedestrian connection to
adjoining green spaces

6.

Small gathering space / communal square close to
Avenue

7.

Communal gardens

8.

Buildings grounded with landscape planting offering

3

buffer to private terraces
9.

Informal meadow grass and extending buffer planting

4

10. Boundary condition for habitat improvement and
biodiversity
11.

Addition of aquatic habitat and ecology focus

13

12. Tree and shrub planting to car parking areas to soften

8

appearance and create shade
13. Courtyard garden associated with the wellness centre

6
6
5
7

7

9
10

10

8
6
9
8

9

11
10

10
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CHARACTER AREAS

Design

Character areas
Community
Square
PUBLIC SPACE
OVERVIEW

•
Formal hard space with seating
hard
space with
seating space
•• Formal
Building
spill-out
to animate
spill-out to animate space
•• Building
Movement
•• Movement
Active

• Active

Communal Terrace
COMMUNAL TERRACE
•

Residents communal space

•• Residents
Building spill-out
animate space
communaltospace
•• Building
Social space
spill-out to animate space

• Social space

Communal
Gardens
COMMUNAL
GARDENS

•
Mix of formal and informal green space
• Mix of formal and informal green space for residents and
for residents and invited guests
invited guests
•
Sensory Planting with movement, colour
• Sensory Planting with movement, colour and sent
and sent
more
intermit
space
formed
by planting.
•• Smaller,
Smaller,
more
intermit
space
formed
by

• Social
seating opportunity for gathering
planting.
•• Sound
Socialmitigation
seating opportunity
for gathering
through planting
and water
•
Sound mitigation through planting and
water

ECOLOGY BUFFER
• Retain and enhance native tree and shrub planting
• Promotion of existing and new habitats

Ecology
Buffer
• User engagement with nature
•

Retain and enhance native tree and shrub
planting

•

Promotion of existing and new habitats

•

User engagement with nature

ATTENUATION BASIN
Attenuation Basin
• Wetland Habitat creation

•
Wetland Habitat creation
• Natural space for residents
•
Natural space for residents
• • Contemplation
space
with with
intermate
seating
Contemplation
space
intermate

• Engagement
seating with nature

A 41

•

3
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Engagement with nature

CHARACTER AREAS DIAGRAM
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Amenities
We want to encourage the local community and people using the Park and Ride to enjoy the
public spaces at the retirement village. We’ve taken on board your views on what kind of
facilities you’d like to see and that these shouldn’t compete with what’s already in Boughton
Heath.
We’re planning:
•

A small ‘community shop’ (perhaps selling vegetables from the local allotments
alongside key groceries like milk and bread) which will be run by us and shouldn’t
compete with what’s already in the local area

•

PARK
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We’re also planning a café where you can sit and enjoy a coffee or grab a takeout on

G

your way to the Park and Ride
GUE
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available for local people to use (providing you don’t arrive by car!)
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We’re looking at a wellness suite with a gym, swimming pool and treatment rooms, all
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View of The Community Square
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View of The Community Square
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Apartments

Key

Apartments

Apartment Entrances

Apartments in retirement villages must be of the highest

Lightwells

standard and thoughtfully designed to support the lives of
Apartment Outlook

their residents. Residents will spend far more time in their
apartments compared to younger generations and they require
greater adaptability to their diverse and changing needs. Older
residents also require a greater flexibility for their furniture,
more storage and more space for maneuverability. Apartments,
their arrangement and arrival sequence must support social
interaction through the means to entertain and encourage

A wide, generous hallway
provides opportunities for
residents to populate the
hallway with the furniture and
belongings.

Walls can be adapted
or removed easily without
compromising the layout,
structure or services.

incidental meetings.

Comfort
Apartments provide appropriate levels
of natural light and ventilation, sufficient
privacy and clear orientation. Floor to

Bathroom

ceiling heights of 2.5m are provided in
all habitable rooms and every apartment
exceeds the minimum national space
standards.

Ownership
The space, proportions and flexibility

WC

of apartments allow residents to
accommodate their furniture, pictures and

Bedroom

belongings to make a home and express
themselves.

Engagement
Residents are connected with the

Bedroom

natural environment with an accessible
landscape, multiple aspect dwellings,

Living Space

generous windows and the provision of
sheltered external space.

Belonging
Sufficient space is provided for residents

Dining Space

to entertain guests, chat with neighbours,
encourage incidental social interaction

Kitchen
External Amenity

Security
Create an environment where residents
feel secure through well-defined
thresholds, active environments and
passive security.
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View of The Avenue
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View From Whitchurch Road
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Open Spaces
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Open Spaces
You will be able to walk and cycle into the site and enjoy the
community square and surrounding landscaped spaces. We know
that green spaces and planting are really important for the wellbeing
of our residents (and visitors) so we’re going to be planting a lot of

Bio-diverse

trees, plants and flowers!

•

Aim of adding ecological value by enhancing biodiversity

•

Improve current low value landscape with focus on
increasing ecological value.

•

Retain and enhance existing site boundary vegetation as
these are valuable wildlife corridors.

•

Proposed wetland habitat - integrated into the wider
drainage strategy.

Air Quality
An Air quality assessment has been undertaken which
notes that “the air quality is not considered a constraint to
planning consent for the proposed development.” However,
we have undertaken a number of enhanced responses that

Therapeutic

go beyond the requirements of planning policy. Measures

•

Health and well being

include:

•

Water - sound, movement and focus within the

•

•

landscape
Locating accommodation away from the northwest
boundary.
•

seating, enclosed or protected with views out.

Encouraging pedestrian movement in the centre of the

•

Contact with nature

site.

•

Contemplation space

•

Introducing a wild-flower meadow on flat roofs.

•

Filtration of incoming air within the mehcanical heat
recovery units

•

Encouraging the use of bikes and electric cars with

Community square

measures to allow for a high proportion of electric

•

vehicles
•

Passive space - smaller, more intimate areas with

Introducing trees that have properties to help combat

local facilities and social space.
•

and reduce air pollution in the atmosphere such as Acer
platanoides, Tilia cordata, Ulmus minor, Celtis australis

Public square - open to public and residents to provide
Public access - from Whitchurch Road and Boughton
Heath Park and Ride.

•

and Ginkgo biloba.

Private Amenity for residents - Communal terrace and
gardens for use by residents and invited guests.

Produce

Playable

•

•

•

Growing garden - Opportunity for residents to engage
with the landscape, exercise and communal activities

stones set within ecological focused spaces and along

Orchard tree planting - creating productive landscape

informal walking routes within the development. For

that can benefit residents and feed back to on site

visiting families.

restaurants.
•

•

and wider connection to local allotments

Open Spaces | Consultation

Overlay of Extants Scheme

Imaginative play - elements of play or sculpture to
interact with.

Compost facilities - from green and food waste
produced on Site. Used by residents, maintenance team

Proposed Scheme

Provision of incidental play - logs, boulders and stepping

•

Exercise equipment - increase usability and value of
amenity landscape for residents to use.
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Transport & Access
The main entrance from whitchurch road has been developed in
collaboration with the highways officer.
The road access point has been moved 5m to the west to allow
for improved landscaping between the vehicular and pedestrian
entrances and the retention of a mature tree.
The road entrance has a slip road to mitigate any congestion and
traffic build up while the exit now has an island which restricts the
ability to turn right, across 4 lanes of traffic. Providing a safer and
less congested strategy.
The pedestrian crossing has a wider island to aid with safer
movement and the priority is to ensure that a pedestrian never
crosses a road on the site, and instead has safe passage to the
community square or up to Whitchurch Road.
We wanted to ensure clear wayfinding, to not only the community
square but also the main entrance to the wellness and residential
facilities. Therefore a new community space, shown in red,
prominently faces these arrival points as a draw into the square.
Once you have arrived you then orientate yourself to the main
entrance which is a melting point between public & private-invited
spaces.
Parking will be provided on-site for residents and electric
charging vehicle stations will be used in order to future proof the
development. It is envisaged that over time parking spaces can be
reclaimed back to nature as car ownership declines.
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Sustainability & Wellbeing
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Sustainability & Wellbeing
Create a comfortable internal environment and enhance
wellbeing
Reduce energy demand, carbon emissions and
achieve a significant improvement in as-built
performance.

All apartments are dual aspect, generous proportions and have generous windows to
maximise daylight and connection with the landscape. Mechanical heat recovery units
are used throughout and a range of open-able windows are being proposed to suit
individual site conditions.
The dual aspect arrangement of apartments facilitates cross ventilation and are all
provided with MVHR. Acoustic attenuation measures are being used in specific cases

Water management

Part

Surface water discharge from the site is improved
through landscaping features and the attenuation

L

to achieve internal conditions that surpass policy requirements.

pond to the south.
Water efficient fittings are to be used throughout.

Engage and support residents
To minimise carbon emissions in use:

Optimise materials and reduce waste

Comments from residents and assessments of other
1. A high thermal performance envelope that will perform

retirement villages have been addressed in the proposals.

beyond the requirements of building regulations.

Apartment layouts have been designed to be adaptable
to changing needs. Comments from the public are being

Materials are to be sourced from the local supply chain.
and off-site construction opportunities are also being
explored to reduce waste.

2. This is supplemented with a site-wide heat network

incorporated into the development of the design.

using communal air source heat pumps.

A variety of flexible and adaptable communal spaces are
proposed to appeal to a broad range of residents, visitors

Sufficient space for refuse recycling and composting
waste is provided in communal refuse stores to each

3. Embodied carbon is being considered in the

and the public. The range of spaces will support group,

block.

choice of construction materials, procurement

structured, informal and individual use.

and methods of construction. An initial

The hierarchy of external spaces and movement has been

embodied carbon assessment has been

arranged to encourage social interaction and activity in the

undertaken and the team are working to improve

landscape. Internal uses have been arranged to integrate

the performance

with the different spaces. All communal entrances to
apartments and communal areas are either off the street or

4. Design for air-tightness and reduce any

the public square to create an intensity of use.

thermal bridging between the oustide and

Car use within the site is minimised with the pedestrian

inside rooms at planning stage.

connections taking precedence.

Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity
The proposals will seek to maximise biodiversity as
much as practicable with a significant area of soft
landscaping, enhanced natural habitats, wildlife
corridors and a diverse range of character areas.
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How to Have Your Say

We’d love to hear about what you think about the plans:
Q1. What do you think about the plans to build six villas and the proposed layout of the buildings?
Q2. What do you think about the proposed facilities and amenities that will be available for local
people to use?
Q3. What do you think about the plans to create walking and cycling routes through the site and
include cycle hire at the retirement village?
Q4. Do you have any other comments?

There are various ways you can have your say. You can:
•

Visit our website www.chesterretirementvillage.co.uk and fill in the online questionnaire or request a hard copy by contacting us
•

Write to us at the freepost address Freepost HAVE YOUR SAY (No stamp needed)
•
•

Contact us on 0800 689 1095 or info@chesterretirementvillage.co.uk
Find us on facebook @retirementvillageschester or twitter @retirechester

Just remember to get your response in before the consultation closes on 28th August 2020.
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